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Test engineer
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Company: Dotlinkers

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Do you want to be part of an international project, and realistically create a global product? Do

you like to influence what you do?

Our client has over 7 years of history on the market. It is made up of nearly 50 people (32

of them work in Poland, 15 in the USA), which are a unique combination of knowledge,

experience, and skills. They work with the use of SCRUM. The enthusiasm for creating a

startup, combined with the business experience of large organizations that have invested in

us, allowed us to gain the trust of dozens of clients from the USA and Canada, as well as from

Australia, New Zealand, and Great Britain.

Responsibilities: 

Taking care of product quality together with every other team member,

Conducting manual tests of applications and reporting errors,

Creating test scenarios,

Cooperation with the team in order to constantly raise the level of QA

Requirements:

You have at least one year of experience in testing web applications,

Practical and theoretical knowledge of testing techniques and Quality Assurance,

Ability to work in a team and pursue a common goal,

Accuracy, systematicity, the ability to think analytically, attention to detail,
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Knowledge of English at the level of at least B1

Nice to have:

Experience in working with JIRA,

Basic knowledge of the Cypress framework for test automation,

Knowledge of others

The offer:

Direct impact on the development of a global product,

Decision-making in the implementation of tasks (tools, methods),

Work with new technologies,

Flexible working hours and the possibility of remote work,

Medical care (LuxMed) and the Benefit Multisport subscription,

Learning English in an office with a native speaker,

Regular evaluation as part of your development,

The possibility of trips to the USA for industry events or meetings with clients,

Time for self-development (access to online courses, book libraries),

The opportunity to participate in training, conferences, meetups,

Stable employment based on a B2B or employment contract.
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